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The only projector available with 
WirelessHD, this FullHD home 
cinema projector like no other. Its 
huge contrast ratio of 600,000:1 
keeps 2D and 3D images looking 
crisp and true, with deep blacks, pure 
whites, and rich colours delivered by 
Epson's 3LCD technology.

Epson EH-TW9000W 
Ultimate HD cinematic experience: Watching the latest Hollywood blockbusters will be a whole 
new experience with the EH-TW9000W. Harnessing Epson’s latest technology, this 1080p Full 
HD projector provides superb high quality images, rich, deep blacks and delivers an impressively 
high 200,000:1 contrast ratio. All this is enhanced by Epson’s 3LCD technology for projections 
with the most vivid, natural colours you'll see outside of a multiplex cinema. Frame interpolation 
ensures fast moving action scenes during films are smooth and fluid.



3M Wall Mounted Projector Screen 
Although it is difficult to convey the screen quality . The triple laminated glass fibre surface is 
designed to lay flat with no curls extending into the viewing area. The gain is 1:1 which we 
consider best for modern projectors which have plenty of brightness. The viewing angle is very 
wide and the black border all around marks the image and improves your perception of the 
contrast ratio.



DLS Speakers
Accommodating most speakers can be a real 
issue - especially with surround sound systems. 
With this in mind, DLS created the Flatbox 
speaker range. As the name suggests, these are 
extremely thin speakers that can easily be wall 
mounted and have a total depth that's little more 
than a typical flatscreen TV. Fitting the speakers 
is easy, with just a single mounting point 
required. All the speakers can be hung vertically 
or horizontally. Available in satin white or piano 
black(additional cost) you can choose the finish. 
You also get a choice of black or white speaker 
grilles, letting you choose between the speaker 
blending in or becoming a feature in its own right.

UNCOMPROMISED SOUND QUALITY

What really marks the DLS Flatbox speakers out is, despite their compact depth, they manage to sound 
remarkably good, too. With hundreds of hours of development time, these speakers really do make the 
most of their dimensions. Even the smallest Flatbox speaker uses hi-fi grade speakers, with a separate 
soft dome tweeter and paper/wool woofer for the dynamic response you'd expect from a proper two-way 
speaker. The bass reflex design ensures the speakers present an efficient load to your amplifier.



Superior audio quality 7.2-channel 95w x 7 Wi-Fi Built-In Network AV Receiver supports the latest 
HDMI version and offers 4K upscaling, HDMI Zone B for flexible system setup, high-grade 
aluminium front panel and the world's most advanced features, including CINEMA DSP 3D and 
YPAO Volume.



Offering Miracast™ and advanced network functions, this is a highly versatile Blu-ray 3D™ player. 
It’s compatible with the Yamaha smartphone/tablet control app and Dropbox™, and features a 
design matched to Yamaha AV Receivers.

BD-S677



Small AV Rack
This rack mount enclosure is 12U in heigh (534mm approx). The rack enclosure has front and 
rear rack rail, and a rackable depth of 480mm. 
This unit will be available with a vented door as well as Castors.

Projector Wall Mount

UNIVERSAL SHORT THROW 
PROJECTOR MOUNT

* 535-1350mm throw distance
* 25kg max weight load
* +/- 5° tilt
* 100mm height adjustment
* Integrated cable management and 
spirit level
* 400x400mm maximum fixing points


